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Ultrahigh strength and high ductility of bulk nanocrystalline copper
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We have synthesized artifact-free bulk nanocrystalline copper samples with a narrow grain size
distribution �mean grain size of 23 nm� that exhibited tensile yield strength about 11 times higher
than that of conventional coarse-grained copper, while retaining a 14% uniform tensile elongation.
In situ dynamic straining transmission electron microscope observations of the nanocrystalline
copper are also reported, which showed individual dislocation motion and dislocation pile-ups. This
suggests a dislocation-controlled deformation mechanism that allows for the high strain hardening
observed. Trapped dislocations are observed in the individual nanograins. © 2005 American
Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2034122�
Nanocrystalline �nc� metals—with grain sizes of less
than 100 nm—exhibit extremely high strength and hardness.
However, it has been generally observed that the ductilities
of nanostructured metals are disappointingly low—typically
less than 2% elongation to failure for most metals with grain
size �25 nm,1 where for the same coarse-grained metals the
ductilities are usually large, up to 40%–70% elongation. The
factors that can limit the ductility of nanostructured materials
include artifacts from processing, the mechanical instability
in materials with little or no strain hardening capacity, and
low toughness and resistance to crack initiation and
propagation.2,3 There is thus an express need to develop pro-
cesses for producing high strength nano materials with good
ductility.

Due to the lack of strain hardening and poor ductility of
nc materials, it was suggested that the normal dislocation
activity �the dominant plastic deformation mode of ductile
coarse-grained materials� is suppressed in nc grains.1–9 The
high strength of nc materials may give rise to other plastic
deformation mechanisms that are not seen in coarse-grained
materials. Grain boundary sliding and/or grain rotation in
small grain size ��10 nm� materials have been proposed by
molecular dynamic simulations5,8,9 and reported recently us-
ing in situ transmission electron microscopy �TEM�
deformation.10 Deformation twinning has also been observed
in nc materials.11,12 Despite the observations of these mecha-
nisms, they did not contribute much to enhance the ductility
of nc materials. In order to improve the ductility of nc ma-
terials, while retaining the extremely high strength,
dislocation-mediated deformation is needed to allow the ma-
terial to strain harden and stabilize the uniform tensile defor-
mation. However, supporting experimental evidence of this
concept has not been reported up to now.

Bulk nc Cu spheres �up to 8 mm in diameter� are syn-
thesized in this work using a combination of liquid nitrogen
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temperature and room temperature milling. Details of the
synthesis process are listed elsewhere.13 Figure 1�a� is a typi-
cal bright-field TEM �BFTEM� image of the in situ consoli-
dated nc Cu. The TEM observations in Fig. 1�a� indicate that
the consolidated Cu consists of equiaxed nano grains ori-
ented randomly, as can be seen from the corresponding se-
lected area diffraction pattern �SADP� included in the upper
left inset in Fig. 1�a�. Statistical analysis of several dark field
images reveals a monotonic lognormal grain size distribution
with an average grain size of 23 nm �Fig. 1�b��. Density
measurements, scanning electron microscopy of the polished

FIG. 1. TEM observations of the typical microstructure in the in situ con-
solidated nanocrystalline Cu. The bright-field TEM micrograph �a� and the
SADP �the upper left inset in �a�� show roughly equiaxed grains with ran-
dom orientations. The statistical distribution of grain size �b� was obtained

from multiple dark-field TEM images of the same sample.
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and fracture sample surfaces,13 and TEM analysis show that
no porosity or other processing defects are introduced during
the in situ consolidation of nc Cu.

The formation mechanism of this artifact-free nc Cu is
not fully understood yet. However, our experimental obser-
vations indicate that milling at liquid nitrogen temperature
allows for a higher dislocation density than can be obtained
during milling at room temperature and also suppresses dy-
namic recovery and recrystallization. Accordingly, nanoscale
grain sizes can be reached in a relatively shorter time, which
minimizes contamination during milling. The average grain
size determined using x-ray line broadening from five Bragg
reflection peaks �Williamson and Hall equation14� after cryo
milling for 3 h is about 20 nm with lattice strain of 1%. This
relatively high lattice strain is an indication of the high dis-
location density at this stage. Further milling at room tem-
perature allows in situ consolidation of the Cu sample into
fully dense spheres. X-ray diffraction analysis of the consoli-
dated Cu spheres shows a drop in the lattice strain to 0.1%,
which is one order of magnitude lower than that in the cryo
milled sample. The relatively high temperature along with
the existence of nano grains during room temperature milling
can enhance the self-diffusivity of Cu, which in turn would
facilitate closing the pores and maintaining good bonding by
cold welding.

A comparison of the mechanical behavior during tensile
testing reveals that nc Cu exhibits extremely high yield and
ultimate tensile strengths �Fig. 2�. The 0.2% offset yield
strength ��y� and the ultimate tensile strength ��u� were
791±12 MPa and 1120±29 MPa, respectively. This �y value
is at least one order of magnitude higher than that of coarse-
grained �grain size �80 �m� pure Cu samples and �u is
about five times higher �Fig. 2�. The value of �y is higher
than those reported previously for nc Cu in tensile tests.15–17

The hardness �Hv� value of milled nc Cu is measured to be
2.3 GPa, and hence obeys the Tabor relation, Hv�3�y.
Therefore, the high value of �y �or Hv� appears to be due to
the small grain size �23 nm�.13,17 In addition to these extraor-
dinarily high strengths, the nc Cu sample shows a significant
tensile ductility, with 14% uniform elongation and 15.5%
elongation-to-failure �Fig. 2�. This ductility is much larger
than that reported for previous nc Cu samples either with
conventional microstructure �i.e., nano grains with high
angle grain boundaries�, which show ductility as low as
�2% �Refs. 15 and 17–20� or nanotwinned Cu films �i.e.,

FIG. 2. A typical tensile stress-strain curve for the bulk in situ consolidated
nanocrystalline Cu sample in comparison with that of a coarse-grained poly-
crystalline Cu sample �an average grain size larger than 80 �m� and a nano-
crystalline Cu sample prepared by an inert-gas condensation and compaction
technique �Ref. 17� �with a mean grain size of 26 nm�.
1-�m sized grains containing a high density of growth twins
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with nanoscale lamellar spacings and coherent twin bound-
aries, which showed a uniform elongation of about 10%
�Ref. 21��. Another important feature of Fig. 2 is the large
strain hardening that appears during plastic deformation.
This indicates a high lattice dislocation accumulation during
the plastic straining until failure. In previous studies, strain
hardening was very limited in nc materials.22,23 This lack of
strain hardening was attributed to the absence of dislocation
activity during deformation. Theoretical predictions suggest
that it is impossible for dislocations to pile-up in �20-nm
grains because of image forces and interactions within grain
boundaries.24

To understand the origin of the ultrahigh strength, im-
proved ductility, and the deformation mechanism, the nc Cu
samples were deformed by in situ TEM tensile straining. The
subsize, dog-bone-shaped tensile specimens were incremen-
tally strained in discrete steps until a crack is formed. The
crack advances perpendicular to the loading direction and the
region ahead of the crack-tip was monitored. Upon straining,
bright-field TEM observations showed rapid changes in con-
trast that take place continuously in almost all the grains.
Similar observations have been identified previously as evi-
dence of dislocation activity.25–27 Figure 3 shows BFTEM
micrographs of a single nano grain ��23 nm width� that was
incrementally strained at the crack tip �the loading and crack
growth directions are indicated by black arrows�. At a given
strain, the nano grain appears to have a significant number of
dislocations �Fig. 3�a��. With increasing the strain �Fig. 3�b��,
more dislocations are generated from the grain boundary,
glide through the grain, and pile-up all the way to the center
of the grain �white arrows�. Further straining shows also the
dislocation pile-up at the grain boundary �Fig. 3�c��. Fewer
dislocations are seen in Fig. 3�c� than that in Fig. 3�b�, which
could be attributed to contrast variations during straining
and/or annihilation of some dislocations. The dislocation
pile-up exists in the grain interior even after the nano grain
failed upon further straining �Fig. 3�d��. Yamakov et al.28

suggested that the trapped dislocations may only exist inside
a nano grain under very high external or internal stress and
that the removal of the stress will lead to reversible reabsorp-
tion of the dislocations at the grain boundary source. Our
experimental results counter this assumption and show the
existence of dislocation pile-up and glide activity during
straining of nano grains and also after releasing of the stress
�Figs. 3�a�–3�d��. These findings are consistent with
dislocation-controlled work hardening and stabilization of
the uniform tensile elongation to large plastic strains �Fig. 2�.
Several simulation studies have shown that grain boundaries
act as dislocation sources in nc materials.5,29,30 Figure 4
shows the BFTEM image of another nano grain ��8-nm
wide and 15-nm long� away from the crack tip. This grain
also contains trapped dislocations �white arrows�. This indi-
cates that even very small nano grains can deform by dislo-
cation motion and that effect is not confined to the crack tip
region. Two recent studies have detected the presence of
trapped dislocations in nc nickel while under stress,31,32 al-
though this was for larger grains �20 and 26 nm�.

Artifact free bulk nc Cu can be synthesized by an in situ
milling technique. This allows the intrinsic deformation be-
havior to be determined without failures induced by process-
ing defects. Very high yield and ultimate tensile strengths can
be achieved combined with much larger ductility than has

previously been reported for elemental nc materials with
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grain size on the order of 20 nm. TEM reveals dislocation
plasticity that might be responsible for producing the strain
hardening effect observed. These results are not necessarily
limited to copper; other bulk nc metals and alloys can be
produced free of artifacts and should exhibit such behavior.
Current research in our laboratory is being extended to these
materials.

Financial support by the Department of Energy under
Grant No. DE-FG02-02ER46003 is gratefully acknowl-

FIG. 3. BFTEM micrographs show the dislocation activity of a nanocrys-
talline Cu grain during in situ TEM deformation. The loading and crack
growth directions are shown at the upper and left sides of the figure, respec-
tively. �a� The nano grain at certain straining, which shows dislocations
inside the nano grain. �b� Dislocation generation and pile-up on the grain
boundary upon further straining �white arrows�. �c� More straining of the
nano grain showing also the dislocations pile-up. �d� Further straining ini-
tiates a crack in the nano grain �black arrow�, while the piled-up dislocations
still exist.
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